Key Message:
It’s not reasonable – or fair - to force the Government’s Brexit deal on us without a
People’s Vote because…




We now know the promises made for Brexit have been broken
We now know the real facts about the real costs of leaving the EU
We now know the deal guarantees no clarity about the future, just a crisis that goes on
and on

Because of what we have all learnt about the gap between what was promised in the last
referendum and the reality of Brexit, it’s only reasonable – it’s fair - to demand we have
the final say.






Brexit has turned out to be so different and so much more complicated than what was promised
in the last referendum that, far from being undemocratic to have a new vote, it would be
undemocratic not to have one. It’s like when you’re buying a house, you check with the surveyor
to see if there are hidden problems: if you find dry rot or subsidence, you don’t have to go
ahead. Even now, it’s still not too late to turn back.
Just look at what they’re trying to force on us: a half-in half-out deal that breaks many of the
promises made in 2016, not because the Government won’t keep them - but because they can’t.
We now know it’s impossible to keep promises that are contradictory like having all the benefits
of EU membership with none of the obligations.
Instead, this proposed Brexit deal delivers the exact opposite of what was promised: the UK
would lose all its rights as an EU member with less trade, fewer opportunities and lower living
standards, while also paying a huge divorce bill of £50 billion and losing influence on major
decisions affecting our country. When politicians on all sides have botched the process from
start to finish, it’s time to put it to the people.

Because we now have real facts about the cost of Brexit, it’s only fair to demand we have
a real say about whether to go ahead. It’s time to put it to the people.







This debate is no longer about wild claims, theories or predictions. Now there are new facts
about the real cost of Brexit, there should be a new vote that gives people a real say.
We now know that big car manufacturers like Nissan and Honda are cutting investment or
jobs, major employers like Dyson and Sony are moving out, there are real strains on the
Northern Ireland peace process, while we’re all beginning to notice how prices in shops are
rising. And that’s even before we’ve left.
Even the Government admits the proposed deal, if it goes ahead, would severely harm our
economy and leave us £100 billion-a-year worse off with less trade, lower wages and scarcer
resources for public services. Instead of getting more trade deals, we will have fewer - while
Donald Trump wants to use trade talks to let American companies get their hands on our
NHS.
Their deal may be the best one on offer, but it is not in our national interest and we deserve
better than having that forced on us. A new public vote will allow us to make a real choice
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between the real arguments for and against Brexit; it would be a different proposition to the
2016 referendum before all these facts came to light.

Because we now know that Brexit is a mess and offers no certainty about where we’ll end
up, it’s reasonable to demand we’re involved - not ignored - and that we’re trusted to
provide clarity about what we want for our future.








They’re asking us to go ahead with a Brexit that provides no real answers about our future
relationship with our closest neighbours and biggest trading partner. All the major decisions
have been postponed until after we’re due to leave the EU, when the UK will be in an even
weaker negotiating position than now.
This is a ‘blindfold Brexit’ in which we leave the EU knowing the terms and the cost of
departure but very little about our eventual destination. It merely guarantees successive
British governments will go back and forth to Brussels trying to make sense of a deal that
makes no sense for Britain for years, if not decades, to come.
Leaving without knowing where we are going is a recipe for further division. It won’t be the
end of all the arguments but a signal that they have only just begun. It will sap energy, talent
and resources for a generation and beyond, preventing us from addressing any of the huge
challenges – from health and housing to automation and climate change – that face our
country today.
A new public vote would offer us a real choice between different visions for the future. We
think the result should be binding, giving us all the clarity and closure we all need.

Arguments and rebuttal:

1. “We already had a referendum and you lost. It was the will of the people and calling for a rerun is undemocratic.


Now we know more about how promises, like the £350m extra for the NHS from the EU, can’t be
met, it’s only fair we demand a new vote.



Now we know real facts about the cost of Brexit, it’s only fair we demand a real say.



If there is a new vote, it will be different because we will have real facts rather than just the
theories and predictions used by both sides last time.

2. “There hasn’t been a big enough shift in public opinion to justify a new vote”.


Opinion has moved significantly from 52-48 in favour of leaving to 55-45 in favour of staying in
the EU. That’s a seven-point swing, which is bigger than any general election since WW2 with
the exception of 1997.



There’s an even bigger margin of victory for staying in if people are presented with a specific
form of Brexit because the reality is so different to the abstract idea presented in 2016 when
they promised it would do all kinds of contradictory things.
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A new vote would be about deciding whether to go ahead with Brexit now that we know more
about it: a choice between a viable Brexit option- not a “unicorn” – and an equally viable option
of staying in the EU.

3. “You don’t have the support of enough MPs to get a People’s Vote”.


Every opposition party in the House of Commons now backs a new vote, as do many
Conservatives. There is not currently a majority in the House of Commons for anything to do
with Brexit, but we respect MPs who remember how tough the last referendum was and are
reluctant to back a new vote.



As every Brexit option is first examined and then exhausted, many of those MPs are coming to
the conclusion a People’s Vote in the only reasonable and responsible way out of this mess.



A People’s Vote is not an option in this crisis such as different Brexit proposals. Instead, it is the
solution to a crisis in which more and more MPs are sometimes reluctantly turning to a new vote
as the best way – and last hope - of preventing a deeply damaging Brexit.

4.

“What would be the question on the ballot paper?”



Ultimately, it’s up to MPs to decide the wording in consultation with the Electoral Commission
and it’s not really for us to tell Brexiters what form of leaving the EU they should support.



But we think it must be a choice between a specific set of proposals - not some “cake-and-eat
fantasy” - so that voters can decide whether to go ahead with Brexit now that it’s a real thing
rather than a “unicorn”.



We are confident that the option of staying in the EU would be on the ballot paper because it is
the most popular choice in the country right now.

5. Won’t voting down the Prime Minister’s deal mean we get “no deal”?


If the Government’s deal was any good, it’s supporters would be saying that rather than talking
up the threat of ‘no deal’ all the time. A clear majority of MPs – and a clear majority of the
people – agree that a ‘no deal’ Brexit would be very damaging for our country. Fortunately,
Parliament is sovereign and it is MPs – not the executive – who are in charge of this process.



On several occasions, MPs from all parties have shown they are ready to reject a no deal Brexit
and, if necessary, seize control of the agenda or demand an extension to the Brexit deadline.



The best way to end the threat of a disastrous no deal departure from the EU is to put any final
deal to the people in a new vote when, if the public reject what is proposed, the UK will stay in
the EU.
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6. When will MPs decide about having a People’s Vote?


We are not an option in this crisis but the solution to it, therefore we have consistently argued
this should be at the end of the process in the middle of it.



This allows for every Brexit option, including the PM deal and a no deal departure, to be
thoroughly explored and exhausted.



That is when support in Parliament will be at its highest because many MPs who do not currently
support a People’s Vote will conclude it is the only reasonable and responsible way forward.

7. Is Labour now backing a People’s Vote?


Labour has said it will campaign for a new public vote now that other options including its own
Brexit plan and efforts to secure a General Election have failed. That was the policy agreed by its
conference in September and is supported by an overwhelming majority of Labour voters and
members.



But it’s important this is not seen as a temporary or tactical position, nor that any tacit
encouragement is given through “winks and nods” to a small group of potential rebels on the
backbenches. If Labour is seen still trying to facilitate Brexit while ducking the blame, this will be
rightly called out by its members and noted by its voters.



Suggestions that some Labour MPs on Leave-voting areas could be “bribed” to support Brexit by
offers of government funding for their communities are also disgraceful. While many Labourheld seats voted Leave, there were only a very small number of such seats where a majority of
Labour voters supported Brexit and that number is now zero. Suggestions that Labour will be
damaged by supporting a public vote are simply untrue.

8. Do you need more Conservatives to back a People’s Vote?


Many already do and there have been high-profile resignations from the government by
ministers such as Jo Johnson, Sam Gyimah, Guto Bebb and Phillip Lee so that they can campaign
for a new vote.



They represent a strong Conservative tradition of standing up for the national interest and
putting country ahead of their party or their own political ambitions.



We know there are many more Conservatives on the government front bench and the
backbenches for whom a choice between Theresa May’s deal and no deal is no choice at all. We
believe more and more Conservatives will conclude that a new vote is the only way forward if it
becomes clear there is no majority for Theresa May’s deal.
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9. Does the People’s Vote campaign support the Independent Group of MPs?


We are not a political party, nor are we ever going to allow ourselves to be associated with just
one faction of any political party.



We are a campaign for a People’s Vote. We are supported by a cross-party group of MPs, as well
as by members of the public from all parties and of none.



Some MPs will have their own reasons for wanting to resign from a particular political party but
on March 23 Labour politicians will join the SNP, the Liberal Democrats, Plaid Cymru, the Greens
and many Conservatives, as well as hundreds of thousands of voters on the streets of London in
calling for any final deal to be put to the people.

10. What would an extension of the Brexit deadline be for - and how long should it be?


Simply deferring the cliff-edge for another couple of months of fruitless renegotiations,
squabbling and indecision would be unacceptable to everybody.



Any extension should be for the purpose of implementing whatever Parliament decides to do –
hopefully that will be holding a People’s Vote – so we can get real clarity about the future on this
most crucial question facing our country.



There ideas about holding a citizens’ assembly to decide these questions and, obviously, that
would mean a longer extension. And, while it may still be possible to hold a People’s Vote before
July, it is likely an extension would have to be longer than that if the process is not going to be
rushed.

11. Would a People’s Vote mean the UK has to hold European parliamentary elections on May 2326?


It’s now most likely that a People’s Vote would have to be held after July when MEPs are due to
take their seats in the European Parliament but we do not accept that this is an unsurmountable
obstacle.



Some people have suggested we should delay the elections, temporarily appoint MEPs or find
other ways of the UK fulfilling its obligations which would avoid the need to hold European
elections in May.



But whatever is decided, we must not let democratic elections to become a barrier to a new
democratic public vote on an issue so crucial to our future as this. It would, after all, be
ridiculous if the prospect of holding European elections forced us into a rushed decision which is
against the interests of the country and a clear majority do not want.
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12. “Even if we stay in the EU, wouldn’t we lose the rebate and our exemptions from Schengen and
the Euro?”


We wouldn’t lose our opt-outs, rebate or any of our privileges as EU members because we
would never have left the EU in the first place.



This view has been endorsed by the European Court of Justice which also said we can unilaterally
revoke Article 50.



But if we have left and want to re-join the EU it would be a very different matter. It is unlikely
that all member states would agree to grant an accession country like the UK the same deal we
currently enjoy.

13. “If there is a People’s Vote and the UK decides to stay in the EU, it will be really divisive.”


Brexit has divided the country deeply and what we need above all is to find a way to settle the
issue and move on. Leaving the EU on disastrous terms will do nothing to heal divisions and now
it’s so clear the promises made in 2016 haven’t been delivered and we know so much more
about what Brexit involves, the fairest solution to resolve this is to have a final vote. Politicians
on all sides have botched the process from start to finish – MPs can’t sort it out so we can move
on from Brexit, only the people can.



There are strong feelings on both sides but only one campaign is getting crowds of hundreds of
thousands out on the streets. The People’s Vote March on October 20 th was led by young people
whose voices have too often been left out or ignored in the Brexit debate. They will be voters for
a long time and if denied a chance to have their say now, they will neither forgive nor forget.



We’re determined to show how the EU can be part of the solution rather than the problem for
communities that have been ignored for too long. We are already scoping the opportunity for
real change in the UK and the EU that will show we have listened to people and want to shake
up the status quo. But the answer to what happened in 2016 cannot be an establishment stitchup in which the UK ends up losing control over decisions while also being poorer. And we can
never allow the extreme right and people like Tommy Robinson to dictate to our democracy.

14. Is there another form of Brexit that is better than Theresa May’s deal like the Norway idea or a
customs union?


All of them would leave the UK as a rule-taker, having to obey laws made in Brussels with no say
over any of them and accepting the Irish backstop that is so unpopular with many MPs. People
who voted for Brexit thinking it would increase control would be right to ask: what’s the point?



We now know all forms of Brexit would leave us worse-off with very little influence over trade
policy while still paying money into the EU for the privilege. In any case, a commitment by
Parliament to pursue an alternative form of Brexit would be non-binding, meaning many more
years of painful negotiation and arguments with no guarantee on our eventual destination.
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And the idea of a “Lexit” in which the UK would be freer to nationalise or subsidise industries is
blown apart by joining a customs union which would require us to follow competition rules.

15. “Lots of businesses have come out for the deal, shouldn’t we listen to them?”


Many British business leaders have already come out for a People Vote while, unfortunately,
others voted with their feet by cutting jobs, investment or moving offices abroad. And this deal
does nothing to halt that slide because it doesn’t offer frictionless trade for manufacturing or
supply chains; it means regulatory checks to ensure that goods made in the UK adhere to EU
standards with a huge increase in costs and bureaucracy.



The deal does nothing to protect most of our economy – including small businesses and the
fastest growing services sector on which our future prosperity depends – while removing any UK
influence on the rules and regulations we must follow.



It provides no clarity or closure for business but means decades of continued uncertainty and
lost investment because our future trading relationship with the EU, not to mention the rest of
the world, will still have to be negotiated.
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